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The Monthly Market Snapshot publication provides
commentary on the global economy and the
performance of financial markets

Market Commentary
International equity markets maintained
their strength into 2021. The US equity market
rose but underperformed relative to the broad
world equity market index this month.
Economic conditions in the US continue an
upward trajectory and remained strong in
December 2020. Business activity in the services
sector within the US continued to climb for the
seventh month in a row. On a similar note,
economic activity in the manufacturing sector
grew in December, with the overall economy
notching an eighth consecutive month of growth.
Demand expanded and consumption was a large
contributor to the Manufacturing PMI calculation.
The US Federal Reserve has extended its asset
purchase program. The US economy remains far
from their employment and inflation target – in
turn officials from the US Federal Reserve
committee have indicated the central bank will
likely continue their bond buying program for quite
some time. Political tensions in the US remain a
major focus. US stocks have been mixed in
response to the recent storm of the House, US
senate election results and impeachment
proceedings of Donald Trump

within emerging markets. With the exception of
Hong Kong, PMIs across emerging economies in
Asia were positive in December 2020. LATAM
equity markets continue to be weak as many of
those countries battle the impact of COVID-19.
Domestically, the ASX underperformed for the
year 2020 but performed positively on a FYTD
basis. Recent trade tensions with China have
been a major focus and likely contributed to
Australian equity underperformance. Within the
ASX, Technology, Materials and Consumer
Discretionary sectors lead the outperformance in
the second half of 2020. AREITs were negative
for 2020 but performed positively in the second
half of 2020. The AUD strengthened over 2020
alongside rising commodity prices, particularly
iron ore, with the outperformance strongest
against the USD.

Within the UK, the pandemic continues to take
center stage as they battle to rollout vaccinations
amid the spread of the mutated strain. UK
equities have generally underperformed other
international markets over the last 12 months in
the face of rising COVID-19 cases and Brexit
uncertainty. However, UK equities managed to
outperform the world equity index slightly in the
month of December as that level of uncertainty on
Brexit dissipated somewhat – the UK officially left
the EU at the end of the year.
Within the Eurozone, economic activity continues
to be weak. Both the Manufacturing and Services
PMI improved to a two-month high but remain
below the level of a healthy economy. Equity
markets within the Eurozone continue to remain
resilient with rates and bonds in negative regions.
Within emerging market economies, equities have
outperformed with Korea, China and Taiwan the
leading the outperformance for 2020. Technology
and Health care sectors led the outperformance
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Details of the indices are in the table on the next page
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Asset class yields relative to history
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Asset class long-term returns
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Frontier does not warrant the accuracy of any information or projections in this paper and does not undertake to
publish any new information that may become available. While this information is believed to be reliable, no
responsibility for errors or omissions is accepted by Frontier or any director or employee of the company.
The advice in this paper does not take into account investors’ particular objectives, financial situation or needs.
Investors should consider the appropriateness of the contents of this paper in light of these matters and seek
individual advice prior to taking action on any of the issues raised in this paper or making any investment
decisions. Investors should obtain and read the applicable Product Disclosure or Information Statement before
making a decision on acquiring any financial products. Frontier Advisors Pty Ltd does not provide taxation advice
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